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Software Panem & Circenses

We live in a world where software is gradually invading most of our daily life. When we use our
car, ride an elevator or get some coffee from an espresso machine, we are using a product that
has a high software content to control its functions. However, the monetary value of software as
an independent product is slowly disappearing. The share of free apps in the mobile market is
increasing every year and the best-known "social" services that many people are using everyday
are free. Many of the new software development tools are developed on a "freemium" model:
the basic tool is often open source and free. Many of the "old" desktop software have moved to
the web and are now sold as a subscribed service. People are not used to own or buy software
anymore. You pay only for services, hosting or "enterprise" features, but not for the software
itself.

What does this mean for software developers? I think that a large part of the software developed
industrially in the future will be associated to some product or service. This is a major change
for the software industry, as you have to define new financial models to gain from your software
development efforts that just selling a license. There is also a larger number of target devices
and ecosystems where you can try to find your market, like the multiple phone operating
systems for instance. This also means that the importance of collaboration between software
development and product development will be increased in the future. A smartphone could be
"dumb" without the "smart" software, but the software has also to be aligned with the hardware
capabilities and technical context, solving the connectivity and security issues for instance. Will
there be some domains were users would still be ready to pay for software only products? I
think that gaming will be the main one. "Panem et circenses", that is "bread and games" (in the
circus) in Latin, was already the formula used in the ancient Rome to define the basic needs for
the well being of the people. I don't think that things have changed so much until now and future
independent software developers could be mainly responsible for managing the gladiators of the
21st century.
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The Coding Dojo - a Forum for Improving your Coding Skills

Emily Bache, @emilybache
Bache Consulting, http://coding-is-like-cooking.info

The Coding Dojo is a training session where professional programmers practice and improve
their skills, and work with Test Driven Development (TDD) in particular. You do Code Kata
exercises in a group, play collaborative games, and reflect on not only the code you end up with,
but the process you used to create it. I see it as a good way for a group of programmers to
sustainably change the way they work, and introduce more effective coding practices.

On Coding Skills

As a professional programmer, at a basic level, you of course have to know the programming
language, libraries and frameworks for the system you’re building. Beyond that, there are
actually many other general programming skills that make a big difference to how effective you
are. From basic keyboard skills, being able to navigate your editor and version control software,
to more complex skills like object-oriented design.

These days, an important skill is Test-Driven Development. Many teams assume you will create
automated unit tests for all the code you write. In my experience, many developers struggle to
write good tests, and of course, simply writing unit tests is not the same as doing TDD.

TDD is a disciplined way of working that puts the creation of automated unit tests at the heart of
a minute-by-minute development cycle. New functionality is preceded by a failing test that
demonstrates and defines the next increment of production code. You are always only a few
minutes away from passing tests and working code. When it’s working well, you get this
wonderful feeling of productivity and freedom. It’s really not the same as just writing unit tests
while you develop!

There are important secondary skills that come with learning TDD; not just skill in designing
test cases, but also refactoring, incremental development, and object-oriented design principles.
That last point might not be obvious - but if you do TDD, you are forced to ensure your design
is testable before you implement it. A testable design will likely follow principles of good
Object-Oriented Design such as the Dependency Inversion Principle and the Single
Responsibility Principle. [1]

So how do you learn a skill like TDD? The classic response to a skills gap is to send developers
on a training course. Something like two to five days in classroom-based instruction. The thing
is, what I usually see is developers coming back from these courses going back into their old
codebase, and coding just the same old way as before. TDD doesn’t seem to stick.

Learning TDD is like…

I think TDD doesn’t easily become a habit, because learning it is a bit like an experience I had
when I first learnt downhill skiing. Allow me to tell you the story.

I had previously done quite a bit of cross-country skiing, but on this particular occasion, I was at
a downhill skiing resort with some friends, so decided to give it a try. I hired some suitable
equipment, and successfully got myself up to the top of a beginner piste.

https://twitter.com/emilybache
http://coding-is-like-cooking.info/
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I looked at the slope and it didn’t seem too precipitous, so I gently changed my balance and did
exactly as I would have on the cross-country skis - put them in a “V” in front of me, and went
gliding gracefully all the way down to the bottom, to the applause of my friends. Great start!
Unfortunately, it wasn’t to last. I realised that this technique with the “V” shaped skis, (also
called a snow-plow), doesn’t scale. It only works on really quite gentle slopes - the kinds you
get when cross-country skiing. To get to the really exciting downhill slopes and exhilarating
wind-in-hair high mountain experiences, (yay!) I needed to learn another technique. To ski at
speed when it’s steep, you have to keep the skis parallel and swing your whole body from side
to side - the “V” shape just doesn’t work.

So I went up to the top of the beginner slope again, and this time, determinedly put the skis
parallel to one another. I think I got about 2 meters before I went face-first in the snow! It must
have taken me a good twenty minutes to get down that slope, falling over every few meters as I
lost my balance or got my skis tangled up. A slope which posed absolutely no difficulty when I
could use a technique I knew, became almost impossible when using the new technique!

Of course, with some perseverance, practice, bruises, and a little help from my friends, I got
there eventually. It was always tempting to go back to the “V” shaped skis, but gradually the
new technique started to stick. Before long I could ski down a steep-ish slope that would have
been pretty challenging on my cross-country skis.

I think this kind of learning experience should be familiar to developers who have tried to do
TDD. You already know techniques that will let you write the code without any particular
difficulty, and it takes effort and encouragement to use TDD instead. If you do persevere, as
with skiing, there is a period when you go more slowly than before. Of course, the biggest
problem is often that your production codebase is nothing like a beginner slope!

Effective ways to learn TDD

I think a much more effective method to learn TDD than a two-day training course, is to use
mentoring and pair programming. A more senior developer who is already familiar with TDD,
spends all their time pairing, reviewing code, and coaching developers on-the-job. This is often
backed up with intermittent classroom-like training - from time to time you call a meeting and
go through the theory of a relevant topic. This has the added advantage that you get real work
done on your system at the same time. The main problem with it seems to be a lack of senior
developers who are both available and good at teaching and coaching. It can be prohibitively
expensive to hire in someone external to do it.

For many developers, they have to learn TDD without much outside help. You get teams with
one or two people who are enthusiastic about it, but they have little skill or experience in the
technique. I was in this position myself some years ago - I wanted to do TDD, but none of the
rest of my team really knew what it was even. It was only later, when I discovered the Coding
Dojo, that I realised I’d found a good mechanism to effect this kind of change from within a
team.

What is the Coding Dojo?

Coders have always met for hackathons and code nights and user group meetings and suchlike;
the Coding Dojo is in some ways similar. You get a group of programmers together, write code
and talk about it. There are no managers or deadlines or users, it can be great fun, and very
geeky.
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The idea with a Coding Dojo is that you get together with the same group on a regular basis -
for example a couple of hours every two weeks. It doesn’t have to be a group of colleagues,
(although that has advantages for your daily work together), I’ve also done dojos with
acquaintances at my local Python user group, and with strangers I’d just met at a conference.
You work on simple exercises (see the box below ‘Code Kata - Leap Years’), and practice
general programming skills. In particular, you’ll practice TDD.

Martial Arts and Coding

Dave Thomas (one of the authors of ‘The Pragmatic Programmer’), wrote a blog post [2] where
he encourages programmers to practice using Code Katas, just like martial arts practitioners use
physical Kata exercises. If you’re learning Karate, you’ll practice the same ‘Kata’ over and
over. It’s a sequence of moves that you use to train your body and muscle-memory. Later, when
sparring, these moves come easily and can be worked into a more spontaneous sequence. In the
same way, programmers can practice Code Katas to learn techniques they can later use in
production code.

Code Kata: Leap Years

Write a function that returns true or false depending on whether its input integer is a leap year
or not. A leap year is divisible by 4, but is not otherwise divisible by 100, unless it is also
divisible by 400.

Examples:
     1996  --> true
     2001 --> false
     2000  --> true
     1900  --> false

This Leap Years exercise is a straightforward Code Kata that I often use with complete TDD
beginners. To solve it, you just write a function that takes an integer argument and returns a
boolean. It’s not hard to do. The problem is set up so you can ignore all the complexities of real
dates and Gregorian calendars and suchlike. You can just focus on using TDD to develop the
implementation - in fact the four examples translate very easily into test cases. At least after the
first time you solve it, you should find it pretty easy to test drive this function, incrementally
building up the solution and refactoring when necessary.

Of course, production code isn’t usually this easy, you’ll probably want to practice on other
Code Katas before you’re fully fluent with the technique! If you’ve mastered this Kata though,
the next time you realise you need a function that returns a boolean in your production code,
you should have a better idea of how to test drive it.

The thing is, doing Code Katas by yourself can actually get quite boring, and it’s hard to keep
motivated. It was a French programmer - Laurent Bossavit - who suggested extending the
martial arts analogy [3]. For example, if you’re learning Karate, you go to your local Dojo every
week and practice with a group. Laurent suggested you could do something similar with
programming skills. He and Emmanuel Gaillot set up the first ever Coding Dojo, in Paris.
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That was in 2005, and later that year I was lucky enough to meet them and experience the first
Coding Dojo outside of France [4]. It was great fun, and I was not the only one there who
realised how useful it could be as a forum for professional programmers to improve their
general coding skills, and TDD in particular. Since then many hundreds of Coding Dojo
meetings have taken place around the world.

What happens at a Coding Dojo?

I think there are a few distinguishing features of a Coding Dojo that set it apart from any other
kind of meeting where programmers get together and write code together:

1. Hold an introduction and retrospective

2. Write tests as well as code

3. Show your working

4. Have moderation or facilitation

The introduction helps everyone to focus, and gives newcomers a chance to ask questions. The
retrospective is useful improve future meetings, but also to get people to reflect on what they
have learnt, so they are more likely to remember it. You write tests in the Coding Dojo partly
because one aim is to learn TDD, but it’s also a great way to get concrete feedback in a short
space of time. Does the code work? Run the tests!

Point 3 is particularly important - this is not meant to be a code review, where you admire each
other’s fine designs and criticise people’s curly-bracket placement habits. (Been there, done
that!) You’re trying to learn the moves of good coding - what does it actually take to go from an
empty editor to a working piece of code? How do you choose the order of tests? What kinds of
feedback do you pay attention to?

The last point is about having leadership, (see also the section below “Mastery”), but not
necessarily a mentor or teacher. It more refers to someone who will keep discussions on track,
promote collaboration, and create opportunities for learning. Someone who will ask good
questions, or suggest a change of activity when the group is getting hung up on something
irrelevant.

Practice

“Practice makes perfect” so the saying goes, and one of the reasons for doing exercises in the
Coding Dojo is in order to practice new skills. What people don’t always realise is that there are
two different kinds of practice [5]. The first is the one you’re probably familiar with: Incidental
Practice. This is where you repeatedly do something you can already basically do, and
improving gradually at it. The second is Deliberate Practice. This is where you take a decision
to do something that you can’t already comfortably do, and consciously repeat the experience in
order to learn it. You may also break the skill or activity down into components that you
practice separately.

For example, a musician might learn a piece of music by playing it repeatedly, gradually gaining
fluency. That’s incidental practice. The same musicians could also learn a piece that is too
difficult for them, that they can’t yet play comfortably enough to repeat like that. They might
start by just playing scales, or short excerpts from the piece at a slow speed, before carefully and
thoughtfully attempting the whole. That’s deliberate practice.
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The hallmark of deliberate practice is that you feel uncomfortable while you’re doing it. You’re
stretching yourself beyond your current ability. The trick is to choose an activity that stretches
you just the right amount - not too much - just enough that you will soon become comfortable
with the new skill, and transition to doing incremental practice.

In the Coding Dojo, you may feel that discomfort when you start doing TDD on an unfamiliar
Code Kata. If you’re going to persevere with this deliberate practice, and learn how to do TDD
on this new kind of problem, you’ll need to feel safe, and you’ll need to feel motivated. The
atmosphere, the camaraderie, the facilitation, the choice of exercise… all need to align to create
a good learning environment. Safety partly comes from knowing you’re not working on
production code - that there is no customer. Motivation often comes from your peers in the
group. You are surrounded by encouraging people who give you useful feedback.

When I introduce the Coding Dojo to a group, I’ll usually emphasise this point. Everyone
should be helpful, and contribute to a safe environment. It’s a prerequisite for learning.

Collaborative Games

You have probably played competitive games like chess, or monopoly, or football, and they can
be great fun. In the Coding Dojo we also like to play games, but I try to avoid competitive ones.
I say this because a competitive environment can damage the feeling of safety needed for people
to try new things. Basically I find collaborative games seem to promote a better learning
environment.

What I mean by a Collaborative Game is one where the players try to defeat the game itself,
rather than each other. You may have played games like ‘solitaire’, or ‘minesweeper’ where you
play alone, but your aim is to defeat the game. A collaborative game is like that, except you’re
not working alone. There are rules, activities, goals, and fun to be had, without anyone
becoming the ‘winner’ or ‘loser’.

There are various kinds of games you can play in a Coding Dojo. One of my favourites is called
‘Randori’. The idea is that you will solve a code kata as a group, with everyone having a hand in
the solution. The way I usually do it is to seat about 10 programmers around a conference table.
You set up a development laptop in front of one person, with the screen projected where
everyone can see it. The person by the laptop starts working on the agreed Code Kata, listening
to suggestions and discussion from the group. About every 5 or 7 minutes, a timer rings, and
everyone stands up and moves one seat to the left. When you find yourself sitting by the
keyboard, the challenge is to understand what’s been done already, write some useful code, and
not leave it in a disastrous state for the next person! It can also be quite challenging for the
moderator to keep the discussions on track, and ensure the person typing is not overwhelmed -
with ten programmers in the room there could easily be twelve suggestions for what code and
tests to write next!

This is a fun activity that should lead to good discussions afterwards in the retrospective. I’d
expect to talk about things like how to work incrementally, what is readable code, choice of test
cases… issues we may have met in our ordinary work, that appear in a more extreme way in the
game. Other games you can play in the Coding Dojo may highlight other issues. You’re trying
to get people to think about how they code, and how they collaborate, as well as critique the
design they end up with.
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Tools for the Dojo

One of the things I like to do in a Coding Dojo is to use a Test Run Logging tool, such as Cyber-
Dojo [6]. While you're in the middle of doing TDD, it can be hard to pay attention to how well
your TDD session is going overall, so it can help to have a tool monitor it for you. Every time
you execute the tests, it can record how long since the last test run, and whether they passed or
not. After you've finished working on a code kata, you can go back and review the data.

The log should show you your TDD cycles - a repeating pattern of failing tests followed by
passing tests followed by several more passing test runs: cycles of Red - Green - Refactor.
These cycles will ideally be frequent and clear in the log. A large gap between test runs could be
a sign you’re not working in small enough increments. A long string of failing tests could be a
sign you’ve struggled for too long trying to recover from a mistake rather than just reverting the
code and starting the TDD cycle again.

Figure 1: A test run log from a pair of TDD beginners. Red means failing tests, amber is
compiler or syntax error, and green is passing tests. Time moves forward on the x axis.

I think figure 1 gives some useful feedback that the pair might not have discovered otherwise.
The TDD cycles are rather erratic, sometimes with lots of failing test runs in a row. Figure 2
shows a more experienced pair. You can easily see they run the tests more often, and the TDD
cycles are much clearer.

Figure 2: A test run log from a more experienced pair of programmers

Mastery

This is possibly where the analogy with martial arts starts to break down. If you go to a Karate
Dojo, you’ll probably meet a very experienced, skilled practitioner who is called the ‘Sensei’ or
‘Master’. This person will lead by example, teach, and critique. In a Coding Dojo, I don’t think
you’ll necessarily have such a person, or even find it necessary. Coding is a wide discipline with
many branches that moves forward very quickly. You can be very skilled in one area without
knowing anything about another. A vanishingly small number of programmers can claim the
title ‘Master’. In fact, I don’t think it really helps to put someone in your dojo on a pedestal like
that.

One of the things that came out of the original Paris dojo is the Dojo Principles [7], and I
particularly like what it says about mastery. To summarise:
• If it seems hard, find someone who can explain it.

• If it seems easy, explain to those who find it hard.

No-one has mastery in all areas; everyone should come to the Dojo expecting to both teach and
learn.
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A Challenge

I hope if you’ve read this far, that perhaps you’ve become intrigued by the idea of the Coding
Dojo, and would like to try it. There could already be a Coding Dojo in your area, ask around. If
there’s not, you could always start one! There are materials freely available online that can help
you, for example Cyber-Dojo that I mentioned earlier [6]. I’ve also written a book [8] and a
video training course [9]. In any case, I hope you’ll think twice before simply going on a two-
day TDD classroom-based training course!
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Lean Agile Metrics for Scaled Agile Systems

Janani Rasanjali Liyanage, CSM, MBA IT, B.Sc. IT.
rasanjali.liyanage@gmail.com. @Rasanjali_J

As software enterprises grow from small Agile teams to programs to portfolios, sustaining the
true “agility” becomes more challenging. The synergy between Agile and Lean plays a vital role
on improving Agility in scaled Agile systems. This article will discuss metrics to measure
business agility in terms of predictability, reliability and adaptability which adhere to Lean and
Agile principles.

Business Agility

Agile is often defined as building software incrementally and iteratively, while working in close
contact with customer, responding to requirement changes and ensuring that the team is building
right product. This can be viewed as “team agility” as its focus is mainly on the team and how
the team works. But as the enterprise grows from projects to portfolios, it is imperative not to be
limited to team agility but to strive for business agility. Business agility is the ability to deliver
increments of business value to customers by continuously becoming predictable, reliable and
adaptable. It is the ability to respond quickly as needed when market conditions change, new
technologies arise, or new ideas are developed. With true business agility,

• solutions get to market faster and development cycle times are reduced.

• business leaders can see results quickly and exert more control over development costs.
Failing projects can be cancelled early, lowering risk and potential waste.

• changes in priority can be addressed immediately with minimal waste.

• collaboration between business leaders and development teams lessen the misunderstandings
on both sides and builds stronger relationships and overall team spirit.

Why Lean - Agile

• Problems faced by development teams actually originate outside the team.
• Teams have not been taught the principles of product development flow to understand the

big picture.
• Challenge of fitting in to distributed, scaled environment

One of the key reasons that organizations fail to reap the true benefits of Scrum and other Agile
frameworks is that those organizations just don't have the discipline or motivation necessary to
solve their problems. Regardless of the cause, the problem remains. Lean software development
and Kanban are used to directly address the problems that organizations are having with Agile
frameworks. Below is a discussion on how Lean and Agile are complements to each other,
considering Lean and Agile principles

Eliminate Waste. Lean thinking believes that activity that does not directly add value to the
finished product is waste. Agile principle also speaks about simplicity, the art of maximizing the
amount of work not done is essential. Both refer to minimize or remove non value adding
activities to customer. The three biggest sources of waste in software development are the
addition of unrequired features, project churn and crossing organizational boundaries. To reduce
waste, it is critical that development teams are allowed to self-organize and operate in a manner
that reflects the work they are trying to accomplish

www.methodsandtools.com
https://twitter.com/Rasanjali_J
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Build in Quality. Your process should not allow defects to occur in the first place, but when
this isn't possible, it must have a mechanism to identify bugs early as possible. Inspecting after
the fact, and queuing up defects to be fixed at some time in the future, isn't as effective. Agile
practices which build quality into your process include test driven development (TDD) and pair
programming.

Create Knowledge. Planning is useful, but learning is essential. You want to promote
strategies, such as iterative development, that help teams discover what stakeholders really want
and act on that knowledge. It is also important for a team to regularly reflect on what they're
doing and then act to improve their approach.

Defer Commitment. It is not necessary to start software development by defining a complete
specification, and in fact that appears to be a questionable strategy at best. You can support the
business effectively through extendible architectures that are change tolerant and by scheduling
hard to reverse decisions to the last possible moment. Frequently, deferring commitment
requires the ability to closely couple end-to-end business scenarios to capabilities developed in
multiple applications by multiple projects.

Deliver Quickly. It is possible to deliver high-quality systems quickly. When you limit the
work of a team to its capacity, which is reflected by the team's velocity. You can establish a
reliable and repeatable flow of work. An effective organization doesn't demand teams do more
than they are capable, but instead asks them to self-organize and determine what they can
accomplish. Constraining these teams to delivering potentially shippable solutions on a regular
basis motivates them to stay focused on continuously adding value.

Respect People. The sustainable advantage is gained from engaged, thinking people. The
implication is that you need a Lean governance strategy that focuses on motivating and enabling
IT teams not on controlling them.

Optimize the Whole. If you want to be effective, you must look at the bigger picture. You need
to understand the high-level business processes that individual projects support. You need to
manage programs of interrelated systems so that you can deliver a complete product to your
stakeholders.

Lean Agile Metrics to Measure Business Agility

Business Agility is the ability to deliver increments of business value to customers by
continuously becoming predictable, reliable and adaptable.

Predictability

The goal of predictability is that business leaders can foresee risks quickly and have more
control over development costs. Here we consider two aspects:

• Uniformity: Delivering the same characteristics every time.

• Consistency: Delivering the same value over time.

When measuring predictability we need to ask how consistent is the value offered and what
levels of predictions are required.

www.methodsandtools.com
www.methodsandtools.com
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Metric: Predictability Index

Predictability can be viewed as a series of variances from our committed deliverables in
conjunction with escaped defects as an indicator of technical (or functional) debt. The metrics
which capture those variances help to forecast predictability of future releases. In order to tell if
we are on track during an Agile development process, it is possible to track different variances
as displayed below
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Scope variance: the number of story points delivered / story points committed.

Release velocity variance: the current velocity / average velocity.

Delivered defects. This indicator shows whether the team is sacrificing quality for speed or
quantity of output.

Business value variance. If the project is capturing business value as defined by the product
owner or other business stakeholder, then this metric will indicate story selection tradeoffs. This
metric can also indicate if the group had to include more low value stories than expected due to
technical or other valid reasons.

Averaging the variance metrics, we can create an overall index and then plot the predictability
of each release as a trend. Ideally, the trend will be positive and the teams will improve their
predictability over time. Downward trends are opportunities for exploration. 

Average
Scope variance 20%
Release velocity variance 30%
Delivered Defect Density 10%
Business value variance 25%

85%
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Sprint Readiness Ratio for Product Backlog Items (PBI)

When answering the question about the level of predictions you need, it is wise to consider the
Lean principle of “defer commitment”. Predictions made too early will not give any value and
can give wrong picture. This is particularly for decisions that are irreversible or at least will be
impractical to reverse. Deferring irreversible decisions means you keep your options open as
long as possible. You should defer decisions until your options expire.

By the time the decision needs to be made, there is every chance that you will know more about
which of those options is the best route to take. It also gives you time to potentially explore the
different options in more depth and experiment, helping to come to the right conclusion.
Obviously, it is also important not to leave decisions too late. So how would you know until
what point you can delay, the point your options expires. Backlog grooming is vital to answer
this question. You should expect to have sprint ready backlog items at least two sprints ahead as
a best practice. Then you would know when you need specific requirements, the design details
of each backlog item. This metric will give a good view on status of each backlog item which in
turn helps to defer commitment. As an outcome of backlog grooming exercise, every PBI should
be rated.

• Business priority
• Requirement clarity index (requirement clarity rated from 1-5 such as not

clear, clear, very clear etc.)
• Proper estimate is present
• Requirements sign off, Q&A close
• Dependencies (design, requirement, resources etc.)
• Is minimal marketable feature

Based on the ratings, it is possible to mark items as green, amber, red etc. Ideally, the product
backlog items on top of the product backlog should be green, so that they can be accepted in the
next sprints.
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Reliability

One of the key goals of reliability is that changes in priority can be addressed immediately with
minimal cost and waste without compromising quality. You can deliver value without error or
delay.

Cost of Change Graph

As shown in the above graph, simple, test driven development may be costly in the beginning
but in long run the cost of change is very low as opposed to rapid untested code

Metric: Technical Debt

Technical debt stems from poor decisions made on requirement, design and code. It is
something you could avoid by having a better workflow, for example doing architecture
properly before jumping to coding, doing TDD, better coding practices, etc. Technical debt can
be created very easily when teams compromise quality to meet deadlines. Technical debt can
stay invisible in your projects, creating a huge damage in long run. Technical debt can be
categorized in the following types (but not limited to):

Process Debt - Processes become more complex and inefficient over time. Examples include
builds, automated tests, check-ins, reviews, bug logging, bug tracking, etc.

Code Hygiene Debt - Examples includes duplicated code, dead code, inadequate
documentation, monolithic classes, inconsistent style and cryptic symbol names.

Architectural Debt - Examples include high coupling of components, poor cohesion, poorly
understood modules and systems, redundant systems, and unused systems.

Knowledge Debt - As products grow in complexity and team members come and go, unwritten
knowledge gets lost. It takes longer for developers to become familiar with the inner workings
of different systems. This can lead to cases where existing features are re-implemented.

Measuring Technical Debt

Tool-based approaches. There are several software tools that scan code to determine whether it
meets coding or structural standards (extensibility is a structural standard). These tools include
ERA (Virtusa internal code scan tool) Cast AIP, SonarQube, Sonarj, Structure101 and others.

Self-Reporting on outcomes of technical debt. Team level self-reporting is a fantastic
mechanism for tracking intentionally accrued technical debt. The list of identified technical debt
can be counted, sized or valued and prioritized. Self-reporting is very useful for capturing
intentional accrued technical debt.
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When the project is not using a tool or the project feels certain categories of technical debts are
not measured through tools, it is always a good option for team to discuss and select a set of
most painful outcomes of technical debt and start tracking them as part of their retrospective
meetings

Some Outcomes of Technical Debt

Partially implemented requirements
Intentional architectural deviations
Fixing bugs regularly causes regressions.
It is hard for developers predict what the effect of making a change to code will have
There are many duplicated systems
Simple changes to the software take a long time to make
It takes a long time before new team member can contribute to the project in a meaningful way
Losing a single developer devastates the team and product development plans

Adaptability

The goal of adaptability is to continually improve “value delivery” through adjusting readily to
different conditions: cost, schedule, scope changes. If a project is filled with dependencies and
heavy processes, and if cost of change is high, it will be difficult for team to adapt to different
situations. Teams need to self-organize to identify inefficiencies and optimize their process.
These must be objectively discussed in retrospectives. Agile encourages to have T-shaped
teams. While they maintain their specialized skills (programming), team members also need to
have general knowledge on architecture, design and requirement analysis. This will help to
remove tight dependencies on skills, rough handovers, waiting time etc. Scrum masters and
project managers need to identify these knowledge gaps, discuss them in retrospectives and
come up with meaningful plans.

Metric: Acceleration

Acceleration is a productivity metric about velocity that will also reflect how efficiently the
team adapts to changes

Team A: 17, 18, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 22...
Team B: 51, 49, 50, 47, 48, 45, 44, 44, 41...

Team A velocity is increasing over time whereas team B velocity is trending downwards. All
things being equal, you can assume that team A productivity is increasing whereas B is
decreasing. Of course, it is not wise to manage simply by the numbers. So it is important to have
a meaningful conversation during your retrospective meetings.

Calculation.
Acceleration of team A from iteration 1 to iteration 6 is (20-17)/17 = 0.176 .
Whereas for team B it is (45-51)/51 = -.118.

It is not always necessary to calculate the acceleration over such a long period of time, you
could do it iteration by iteration. However, doing it over several iterations gives a more accurate
value
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Metric Sprint Responsiveness Ratio

A good metric should always create a meaningful conversation. So the retrospectives should
allow those meaningful dialogs. Through retrospective at regular intervals, the team reflects on
how to become more effective, then tunes and adjusts its behavior accordingly.

Teams can use a simple template to see how responsive they are in front of changes. It is very
important to consider the end to end cycle rather than just one part as emphasized by the Lean
principle of optimizing the whole. The intention is to question the process but not the person.
Teams can consider metrics results of acceleration, predictability index, and sprint readiness
ratio before rating this. Teams need to brainstorm and rate this with reasons so they can escalate
to higher level. The most important factor is that the sprint responsive ratios should be evaluated
at project and program level. As the team might expose reasons via this index, remediation may
lie on program level where the team has no much control.

Sprint Responsiveness Ratio

Area Requirements Architecture Design Coding Testing IT
operations

Team
collaboration

Resourcing
/domain
knowledge

Rate (1-
5)

OnTime Scrum Project Management Tool - Click on ad to reach advertiser web site
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Challenges in Deriving the Right Metrics

• Difficulty in identifying the right metrics. Current metrics are typically isolated, focused on
specific functions and not aligned with corporate strategy.

• Lack of clear ownership and roles & responsibilities. Not all metrics have performance
targets or assigned owners which means no accountability.

• Lack of consistently clean data. This results in a lack of confidence and trust in the output.
Having access to accurate and available data only 80 percent of time is not enough to obtain
buy-in from stakeholders or drive accountability and continuous improvement. Business
units and key stakeholders will not agree to align with less-than-accurate data.

To address the above root causes and ensure effective performance measurement, Lean and
Agile governance should be in place. This approach honors the principles of efficiency and
waste elimination while also enabling the flexibility to deal with the changing business

Lean and Agile performance measurement governance should consist of three key elements:

• Identifying the right business metrics at different organizational levels

• Systemized metrics tracking

• Formal process and cadence for metrics reviews and controlling

Best Practices in Metrics Design and Tracking

The goals of measurement are to show progress against a plan (to guide re-planning) and show
process effectiveness (to guide improvement). So these key goals need to be considered when
designing and tracking metrics.

• Design metrics should fit on a napkin: every metric should be simple enough that you can
explain its computation on a napkin in the cafeteria.

• Integrated data collection: as much as possible, gather data as part of other activities, not as
a “metrics collection” practice.

• Rough numbers are good enough: data being collected should be precise enough to support
the analysis needed and no more.

• Metrics that lead to decisions or change.

Avoid when design & tracking metrics

• Non-team based metrics

• Unbalanced measured, for example velocity ignoring the definition of done, quality
measures; acceleration ignoring “technical debt”; accuracy of forecast ignoring velocity

• Using metrics that teams themselves don't use

• Drawing conclusions from a simple premise, for example “high velocity is good”; “high
focus factor is good”; “deceleration is bad”; “increasing team size will increase velocity”

• Using data from a tool without validating its accuracy and applicability
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Encourage When Design & Tracking Metrics:

• Measure outcome not output

• Provides fuel for meaningful conversation

• Follow trends not numbers

Systemized data collection, calculating metrics, analysis and publishing results are key elements
of Lean and Agile performance measurement governance. Implementing a system that will
create dashboards on a periodic basis to support metrics tracking is essential.
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Something Old, Something New: Requirements and Specifications

Allan Kelly, allan [at] allankelly.net, @allankellynet

For many, perhaps most, development teams the terms requirement and specification are used
interchangeably with no detrimental effect. In everyday development conversations the terms
are used synonymously, one is as likely to opt for the "spec" as the "requirements."

However it is sometimes useful, and occasionally important, to differentiate between the two
terms:
"A requirement is a desired relationship among phenomena of the environment of a system, to
be brought about by the hardware/software machine that will be constructed and installed in the
environment. A specification describes machine behaviour sufficient to achieve the requirement.
A specification is a restricted kind of requirement" [1]

The key points to note are in the last two sentences:

• A specification describes behaviour to achieve requirement.

• Specification is a restricted requirement, i.e. the specification narrows down the
requirement.

For example: there may be a requirement to store customers details for shipping and future
marketing. The specification would state what details should be stored (e.g. name, postal
address, e-mail address, etc.). Specifications can be very detailed, e.g. a postal address should
contain a house number or name, a street, a postcode, and the format the postcode should
satisfy.

Specifications

In creating the specification, the requirement may change. For example: should the system
accept US style zip codes as well as UK style postal code? This depends on whether the system
is required to service only UK customers. Consequently those commissioning the system might
need to consider their international approach.
• In exposing the detail of the specification, the requirement may be brought into question,

refined and even changed. A question of detail may ripple all the way up to the strategic
level. Although, as with good code, one hopes that such ripples will not occur that often. If
questions arising from specifications regularly ripple back to it may be a sign that the
requirements, encapsulations or even strategy and goals are weak.

• There is almost no limit to the detail a specification can reach. In University I was taught to
write incredibly detailed specifications in formal, mathematical, logical notation called
VDM-SL [2]. Yet for many teams this level of detail is unnecessary and for most teams is
not economically justified.

For many teams the specifications are uncovered as part of the coding process. Indeed code
itself represents the ultimate specification of what happens. Unfortunately in this form the
specification is difficult for non-programmers to understand and therefore agree to and, more
importantly, verify.

In some fields leaving the specification to the programmers is a good thing. Programmers who
understand the field may have little need of additional (expensive) documentation; in fast
changing environments writing down a specification and communicating may inject undesirable
delays.

https://twitter.com/allankellynet
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In other fields it is preferable to have the specification understood in advance or determined by
specialists. Competitor organisations may agree on specifications to allow completing products
to interoperate. For example, passing short SMS text message between competing handsets over
competing networks using competing switching equipment requires all parties to follow agreed
specifications.

For teams working in a traditional way - upfront requirements, specification and design -
specifications can become a battleground. Programmers put under pressure, without knowledge
or specifications, inevitably do things the consuming clients do not expect. One side or other
will demand more detail next time to prevent the problem.

But more detail doesn't solve the problem because a) nobody remembers the details, b)
omissions and mistakes are made in specifying the detail, c) more detail leads to more things
that can change, more things to be read (and forgotten) and more opportunities for mistakes in
the detail

Since the amount of detail is almost infinite the call "for more detail" easily escalates into an
arms-race. Introducing more detail in specifications can quickly make things worse not better.

For example

Consider the CEO of a large super market change. His strategy is for increased market share. He
and his board are prepared to trade profits for market share. The requirement he gives his COO
is: increase sales.

Given this requirement the COO convenes his team. They determine that some B2G1F offers -
Buy two get one free - are called for. They task the marketing team with deciding which
products to apply the offers to and the IT team with providing the systems to implement this.

The IT team receives the B2G1F requirement and quickly realises that one requirement is for
the products it applies to must be configurable. But how configurable? Does the marketing team
require a web interface? Or can it be managed through an XML config file? The original
requirement expands into multiple small requirements.

Then there is a question of how the offer is implemented. Requirements become very specific.
Obviously when a customer buys two identical products a third identical product is free. But
what if the customer buys two of the products in large and a third small one? Is the third small?
Or one of the large?

And when the marketing team say "1 litre fruit juices" does that mean that someone buying 1
litre each of orange juice, apple juice and cranberry juice gets one free? And does that mean the
B2G1F offer needs to be marketed differently?

Requirements can be large, they can be small, they can hide details that later become significant.
Over time requirements are refined, they are atomised and details added. At some point a
requirement becomes a specification.

Enter the Iteration

When working in short iterations, requirements are best given at the start of each iteration - not
all requirements need to be known in advance but enough for the duration of the iteration should
be.
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Teams that embrace unplanned work can happily start an iteration with missing requirements or
respond to unexpected requirements. Teams which aim for maximum predictability will see
unplanned work as problematic and aim to pin requirements down in advance.

Specifications on the other hand might be known in advance or might be discovered during the
iteration, either as a specific exercise or as part of the coding activity. Sometime leaving
programmers to finalise specification is not only possible but also advantageous. Other times
specifications might be determined in advance by a specialist, typically an analyst of some
description.

Figure 1 - Requirements go in, working software comes out

Problems occur when specifications are decided far in advance. When this is done specifications
decay because:

• A changing world leads to specifications, and requirements, to change too.

• As the development team creates the system they learn about both problem and solution
domain, which can lead them to new insights.

• Without a deadline analysis can continue almost indefinitely, allowing more time for work
to occur most likely leads to more work.

• The more specifications are decided the more that can change.

• Pre-emptively creating specifications will increase the amount of work done which is later
discarded. Delaying specification creating reduces the chances that development work is
cancelled, removed or changes after specifications are created.

One source puts the rate of requirements and specification change at 2% per month [3], which
works out at an annual compound rate close to 27%. Changed requirements means changes
specifications, which leads to rework.

Therefore it is preferable to decide specifications as late in the day as possible - say in the same
sprint as coding will occur, or in the previous sprint. In the early descriptions of Behaviour
Driven Development (BDD), Dan North described a business analyst working at the same
keyboard as a programmer writing specifications as code was written.
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And tests

A development story, especially when in User Story format [4], is usually a requirement. It is a
token for work to be done and is often called a placeholder for a conversation. The acceptance
criteria often found on the back of a story card are specification but rarely are they a complete
specification. Detail can be pinned down later in a conversation.

In some teams a fuller specification will be created in the form of acceptance criteria produced
by a requirements engineer or professional tester before coding begins. If this is not done, then
the specification will be completed at the time of coding or at the time of testing.

Differences in interpretation of requirements and specification by programmers and testers are a
common source of bugs. Two individuals read the same document, the programmer interprets it
one way and writes code as such; the professional tester interprets it differently and tests it as
such.

Formal methods removed this problem by using exact logical notation but in doing so make the
specifications difficult for novices to read and increase the chances of errors in the specification
itself.

Another solution is to use acceptance test scripts derived from acceptance criteria as the most
detail form of specification. When these are written in natural language there is room for
ambiguity. When written in a formal form, ambiguity is squeezed from the system. When the
formal form is executable - such as a FIT table or Gerkin given when then, then it is possible to
ensure the program code and specification match. This is an executable specification.

Whether in a logic based notation such as VDM-SL or pseudo-English Gerkin the aim is the
same: a specification that can be executed by a machine. The difference is when this execution
occurs:

• Gerkin style executable specifications are used after code is written as tests to ensure the
human programmer produces the right thing.

• Logic based formal specifications aim to direct the code itself, either by executing the logic
directly or by machine translation to a language such as C.

Although ambiguity may be squeezed out of specifications by formalising them, it is more
difficult to eliminate omissions. To extend the earlier example, tests may be used to ensure an
address postcode matches the prescribed format but tests cannot ensure customers supply their
county unless a human intervenes to specify county as a necessary field.

How much detail specifications and tests need to specify, and the point at which the details are
decided varies greatly. For some teams specification can be left in the hands of the programmer
when they are coding. In other environments, specifications needed to be pinned down by
specialists well in advance.

Whenever specifications and tests are to be used, they should be created before coding begins.
Creating them after the programmer has completed his work invites discrepancies and rework.
While this is not guaranteed to eliminate problems, it can significantly reduce them.
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Automated acceptance tests: the new formal methods

Automated acceptance tests, also known as executable specifications, continue the tradition of
formal logic specifications. The tests are a specification. Automation demands formalisation
because automation requires code. The first difference is that Gerkin style given when then
specifications, for example, are readable by most people while VDM-SL predicate logic is only
meaningful to those with years of experience.

It is interesting to note that the give when then specification format mirrors the pre-post
conditions used in formal languages like VDM-SL. The given declares a set of pre-conditions
and the then declares the post-conditions. Secondly both techniques require tool support to be
effective. But while predicate logic specifications tools are few and far between, expensive and
difficult to use the tools used for executable specification are largely available free of charge as
open source, e.g. Selenium, JBehave, Cucumber and FIT/FITNESSE.

Rather than providing a logical description of the program under development (as VDM-SL, Z,
CSP and other formal methods do), these tools work through examples. Specifications are given
by way of examples - hence the name specification by example. Because these examples are
executable as tests, it is possible to validate the program satisfies these specifications.

Figure 2 - Requirements go in, working software comes out
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These examples may not be exhaustive, there may be undefined behaviour in the system where
specification examples are not provided. The program code is still the ultimate specification, the
examples aim to cover observable behaviour where it is of significance to those doing the
specification. This differs from predicate logic descriptions which aim to be complete.

Because BDD and ATDD tests are machine executable they are actually a form of formal
specification. This author believes a useful line of research would be to see if such tests could be
transformed in more traditional logical notations like VDM and Z

Knowledge and Trust

Whether specifications are needed or not often boils down to knowledge and trust. When
developers have extensive knowledge of the domain they are working in, then much of the
information that would be contained in specifications already exists inside their heads. And
when they have ready access to others who know more about the domain, a verbal conversation
may substitute for a written document.

For example, while most programmers will be familiar with the postal address example given
previously, only those who work in specialist domains will know other formats. English legal
practitioners frequently use DX mail rather than Royal Mail. Programmers who have worked in
legal software for some years may automatically provide DX number and exchange in software
while those new to the field need to be told, i.e. they need to given a specification that may be
written or verbal.

However knowledge alone may not be enough if programmers and testers are not trusted to use
their own knowledge, or not able to ask for assistance when they recognise they do not.

Forgoing specification documents saves money because documentation is expensive. It also
accelerates development because writing documentation is a time consuming process prone to
blocking. Having a programmer determine specification as they code is the ultimate in just-in-
time working.

Still there may be merit in having another person bring their knowledge and understanding to
the specification effort. If these specifications are to match the code, they must be created in
some fashion which minimise opportunities for differences in understanding to emerge.

On anything other than trivial systems, using human effort to validate that specifications and
program match becomes a time consuming and error prone exercise, and thus slow and
financially expensive. To overcome this, specifications need to be both machine readable and
executable - through automated tests or theorem validation - to ensure code and test
specification say the same thing.

When knowledge and trust are lacking specifications become necessary, so too does an
effective, usually automated, means of validating code against specification.

30 years ago the software industry attempted to solve the specification problem with formal
methods. The BDD and ATDD techniques in use today take a similar approach but with a far
lower barrier to entry. They in effect reinvent formal specification.
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Conclusion

• There is often little point in differentiating between Requirements and Specification and the
two terms are often used to mean the same thing, i.e. the thing to be built.

• Distinguishing between specifications and requirements can add to understanding.

• Requirements are best given at the start of each iteration but specifications can be
discovered within the iteration. Finalising specifications as late as possible has a number of
advantages.

• Requirements are unavoidably imprecise. Specifications should not be.

• Discovering specifications can lead to changes in the requirements. Requirements come
before specifications but specifications can send ripples back to requirements.

• Specifications are test criteria; both specifications and test criteria can be formalised.
Formalising specifications as predicate logic is time consuming and rarely justified.
Formalising tests as executable specifications can be highly effective.
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CatJS - Testing HTML and JavaScript

Arik Levin, Ran Snir, Lior Reuven, Eli Mordechai,
@catjsteam, @lastboy13, https://github.com/catjsteam

CatJS is an open source automation framework with a new approach for testing your HTML and
JavaScript based web applications on multiple environments such as browsers and mobile
devices. With CatJS the developer is not forced to work with a specific method and can
integrate his tests on any application creation phase. CatJS only provides the ground and tools
for creating and controlling the required tests execution. This results with quality application
creation from day one.

Web Site: http://catjsteam.github.io/
Version tested: 0.3.4
System Requirements: Node.js 0.8.0 version or higher
License & Pricing: Apache-2.0
Support: Github Issue tracker: https://github.com/catjsteam/catjs/issues,
Google Forum: https://groups.google.com/forum/#!forum/catjs

Testing is important

Your application should be tested and not because your manager ask you to, but only because
you know that it will help you making less mistakes and better than that, it will help you not to
make the same mistakes twice. Embracing that approach will reduce the development / Quality
Assurance (QA) lifecycle, meaning quality with faster application creation.

Introduction

Today you can find a few leading technologies that you can use for testing your applications,
but with CatJS new methodology and approach you can really get to test your web application
and still have a dynamic and rapid development environment, with full End To End (E2E)
support. Forget the old style when you have to move between environments and have a
cumbersome lifecycle between the development and the QA. With CatJS the developer creates
the UI test units, assertions, functional testing side by side with his source code and with that he
gets to run the applications on multiple browsers and devices. The applications test themselves,
so no need to install special drivers. That makes CatJS framework to be more than just an
automation-testing framework.

Developer Zone

One of many things that the developer does before he get to code his new web application, is to
choose the right third-party libraries and\or frameworks that will help him to meet his
requirements faster and with high quality. He chooses the best IDE he can get so he doesn’t
waste any time on refactoring the code or looking for the right dependency. But when it comes
to test his code, the developers tends to neglect this section, maybe because it’s not a rapid
environment or not that handy. Finally, if he decides to create tests or just because his manager
forced him to, he then needs to maintain those tests.  Because the rapid changes that any web
developer experiences, after couple of development lifecycles, usually the developers will
comment out the tests code since it’s become obsolete. They have to make it to the production
on time, they have no more time to waste on test refactor and that leads to square one.  And I
don’t even start talking about the QA lifecycle that makes it even more impossible.

www.methodsandtools.com
www.methodsandtools.com
www.methodsandtools.com
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Think of the amount of man-hours that needs to be invested in such processes. That’s why we
have decided to create a new framework that will normalize the burden of those processes and
heaviness of creating and running tests scenarios.

With the CatJS technology, the developer can create his tests side by side with his source
application code. No one knows the code better than the developer himself, thus he can creates
tests fast and easy in the same breath he creates his application’s code and any changes to his
code can be tested and verified immediately.

The Technology

How the developer can have such environment that he gets to create his tests side by side with
his application’s source project? Think of an area in the code that the interpreter will not
compile as an actual runnable code. In most of the programming languages comments can be
inserted into code and this is a good place for adding annotations. Using the comments section
for adding annotations, helped to obtain an environment that the developer can code his
application side by side with a test description, without messing his master branch. Another fact,
in JavaScript the comments tag section can be removed on the production phase using a
minification process. Having that kind of technology combined with the JavaDoc annotations
style enabled a way of describing the test within comments. Here is an example of a single test
unit that logs out to the console: “This is my first test”

/*
 @[scrap
   @@name test
   @@log “This is my first test”
 @]
*/

You can see that the main annotation block name is “scrap”, let’s try to understand, what is a
scrap? Scrap is a single test unit that can stand for a UI test operation or an assertion or
combining the two together. It’s a single test unit that can be later declared as a part of a
scenario.

Let’s go back to the technologic solution, until this point it’s about having scrap annotations
within comment. But having just annotations within the code will not achieve anything
meaningful. Those annotations need to be interpreted. For that CatJS tool comes to action by
creating and maintaining a simple process where it creates a new test deployment that includes
the source application code with the additional generated tests functionality and the injected
calls to that functionality. All the required libraries and resources are also included in that new
deployment.

Application Test
Application

Clone \ Copy resources

Scan - Looking for scraps

Generate & Inject - test code

Figure 1 – CatJS process for creating a new test deployment
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Annotations technology and Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP) implementations are
available almost for any programming language. Therefore, CatJS technology theoretically can
be applied on any development environment. In this release we are focused on client side, web
(mobile) application development environments, with pure HTML\JavaScript implementations.
Other technologies such as PHP or Java web frameworks that render the HTML\JavaScript code
on the server side can use CatJS solution. But there is one obstacle, not like in the client side
projects, the HTML\JavaScript code is decentralized and thus will be hard to maintain. Native
languages such as Java, C-sharp and others are not supported and are not scheduled for the near
future. NodeJS might be another candidate that we might consider to add to our future
development list.

Applications that test themselves

With a new test deployment, the application has everything it needs to be able to test itself. All
you have to do is call it like you call the original application. Go to the URL in the address bar
and this is the interesting part, where the application reads the test configuration file that
contains the knowledge about which scenarios should be run and some other test related
properties.

Library & Tool

CatJS has two technology parts, the first is the tool that is responsible to work with the project
sources, create the new test deployment, run the server, etc. The second part is about the
JavaScript library that is responsible for loading the test project, executing the tests, displaying
the UI, communicates with CatJS server and more.

E2E solution

With CatJS, an E2E solution can be obtained using the old and available tools. We didn’t try to
invent the wheel, if something works then why changing it?
• Build

CatJS has a built-in task runner that can be used. The Grunt task runner is supported as well.
• Runner

With CatJSRunner (https://www.npmjs.org/package/catjsrunner) the tests can be run on
multiple devices and browsers.

• Reports
CatJS generates a JUnit XML that can be integrated with Jenkins or a report can be
generated using XSLT. It will be supported in the next releases.

Installation

CatJS is based on NodeJS technology it means that you have to install NodeJS first. In fact
CatJS is a node-packaged module that you can easily install using the Node Packaged Modules
(NPM) command that is part of NodeJS technology. From the command line call this command:

npm install –g catjs

-g flag stands for global, it means that you’ll get to have catcli command in your system
path.

www.methodsandtools.com
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Getting Started

A good place to start will be the CatJS module (https://www.npmjs.org/package/catjs) that
has all the information as how to get started including how to install, step by step, how to create
a new test and link to a video training (https://t.co/vBgLx9tEFF). CatJS site
(http://catjsteam.github.io) includes all of our resources including blogs, examples, docs and
other information. Other than that use NodeJS site for any NPM related or other troubleshooting
that you might have and you always can contact us for any issue that you encounter.

Features

• Annotations
CatJS is a plugin-based framework and can be easily extend to support other technologies. The
common annotations give you the tools to create almost any test but a special plugins with
syntactic sugar was created that supports: JQM, Sencha Touch and Enyo.

• Test Data
Test data support is already included with the testdata.json file that can be used to hold the test
application related data and later in the tests can be embedded with a proper API.

• Reports
JUnit XML file is supported mainly for Jenkins integration.

• Runner
The runner execution has a cross platform support for Chrome, Firefox and Safari browsers. In
the devices section, IOS and Android are supported. In additional PhantomJS, a headless
Webkit engine, is also supported, but it needs to be installed manually.

• Assertions
ChaiJS library is supported for assertions evaluation. Other library can be supported with
minimal effort if such requirement is needed.

Future Development

• Annotations
AngularJS support

• Reports
A web report application support

• Developer Tools Tab
New development for creating a developer toolbar for Chrome browser to enable an instant test
development environment

• Administration Application
An administration view for easy and fast tests maintenance

• Parser
The parser will be improved. Currently it’s a bit strict and has special syntax support.

www.methodsandtools.com
www.methodsandtools.com
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Summary

From my vast experience as a web application expert developer for the desktop and mobile on
varied environment and methodologies, looking at the big picture, testing your application side
by side with the creation process is a time saver by far than the traditional development QA
lifecycle. CatJS is a good start to achieve that kind of environment and we can get better with
your feedback. Let’s make web (mobile) better.

Further Reading

Applications that tests themselves - http://catjs.blogspot.co.il/

How to test your application - http://mobilewebtesting.wordpress.com/2014/06/22/how-to-test-
your-mobile-web-application-using-catjs-part-one/

Advanced testing techniques with CatJS -
http://mobilewebtesting.wordpress.com/2014/07/27/advance-testing-techniques-with-catjs/

CatJS Meetup - http://www.meetup.com/HP-Software-CatJS/

Resources

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Annotation

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Minification_(programming)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Javadoc

http://nodejs.org/

https://www.npmjs.org/
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Applying Java Code Conventions Using Walkmod

Raquel Pau, @raquelpau, Albert Coroleu, @acoroleu

Walkmod is an open source Java tool to apply code conventions. It scans the code and instead of
just reporting the invalid source files, it corrects the code automatically.

Web Site: http://walkmod.com/
Version Tested: Walkmod 1.0.5
System requirements: Java 1.6 or higher
License & Pricing: Open Source (Lesser GNU Public License 3)
Support: Google Group https://groups.google.com/d/forum/walkmod

Motivation

It is well known that there are different ways to create software and developers continuously
make decisions about how to create and evolve code. Developers do not just need to take into
account the involved business rules, but also efficiency, scalability, and maintenance
requirements.

In order to achieve a software with a robust architecture and reduce maintenance costs,
developers usually discuss about which set of code conventions must be followed by every
project contributor. Clearly, when everybody write code with the same style, the code is faster
to understand and thus easier to maintain. In fact, important open source companies like Google,
Redhat or Apache have specific documentation about their own code conventions.

Currently, there are several QA tools, such as PMD or SonarQube for Java projects to report
which source files do not follow a set of code rules. For example, we could apply rules like: “all
fields must be private”. However, developers need to correct all rule violations manually
although the code is straightforward to correct. So, what if there are thousands of files to change
or it happens frequently? Correcting code becomes a boring task.

Walkmod pursues to remove these kind of boring and repetitive tasks from the developer’s life
by applying code transformations. Therefore, Walkmod makes your code more DRY (Don’t
Repeat Yourself) compliant because code conventions are specified in just one place and all of
them are applied automatically.

Installation

Installing Walkmod is very easy. You just need to download the binary distribution from
http://walkmod.com, unzip the file and add the bin folder into your PATH environment variable.

Now, open your favorite prompt and type walkmod. Then, the console should show something
like that:

https://twitter.com/raquelpau
https://twitter.com/acoroleu
http://walkmod.com/
https://groups.google.com/d/forum/walkmod
http://walkmod.com/
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Maven Integration

You can run Walkmod as a Maven plugin (see http://github.com/rpau/maven-walkmod-plugin)
of your build life cycle without performing any installation. You just need to declare the
following plugin into your pom.xml

Execution Modes

Walkmod has two main execution modes:

• The apply mode to upgrade your code to satisfy your code conventions.

• The check mode which reports which files need to be changed without upgrading them.

The Walkmod´s output for both modes contains the list of modified, created or deleted files and
a summary of the execution process.

http://github.com/rpau/maven-walkmod-plugin
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Code conventions are achieved by means of code transformations and Walkmod is completely
extensible to allow developers to create their own code transformations or use existing ones by
means of plugins.

Let’s play!

Let’s remove the unused imports of your Java project using Walkmod. These are the required
steps:

Add an empty file called walkmod.xml in the root directory of your project. This file is the core
of a project's configuration in Walkmod. It is a single configuration file that contains the
majority of information required applying the code conventions of a project in just the way you
want. Using the standard maven project structure, it should be as follows:

Copy the following text and paste it to your walkmod.xml.
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Replace ${source directory} value with the parent directory of your code or packages (e.g. src/).
If you do not want to overwrite existing source files, replace the ${target directory} with
another output directory. The default path is src/main/java. If you use the same directory, you
can remove the reader and writer tags.

Open a prompt, go to your project directory and type “walkmod apply”. It should print out those
files that include unused imports.

Are there other available conventions?

The previous example uses just one Walkmod plugin to remove unused imports, but there are
other available plugins with different purposes at http://walkmod.com/plugins.html. Check
them and select your code conventions!

Alternatively, if your conventions cannot be assured by the current plugins, don’t be afraid - you
can extend walkmod to create your custom code conventions. Walkmod supports three possible
extension mechanisms:

1. Plugins

Plugins are a set of Java classes to perform complex code transformations using the Visitor
pattern. All plugins must be deployed into a Maven repository to share them. This is useful
when different projects share a set of common conventions. The following picture shows a
skeleton to create a custom code convention for fields and methods.

http://walkmod.com/plugins.html
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2. Templates (such as JSPs, velocity …)

Templates are an extension mechanism especially useful to generate code (e.g. to assure a
default implementation of the “equals” method in all classes) in a human readable way. If you
have experience with code generation tools, you have suffered that these are not usually
designed to allow further code modifications once the code has been generated. Otherwise, if
you apply manual changes in the generated code, you assume the risk that the tool may
overwrite them if it is executed again.

To solve this gap, Walkmod provides a powerful merge engine that is completely configurable.
So, the user can configure, for instance, whether to replace or not the existing fields or methods
for a given class. In short, feel free to change the code generated by Walkmod! It will not
overwrite your changes if you do not want.

The following example shows how to build a simple facade pattern with “create” methods for
each entity type (“UserAccount”, “Group”, “Company”, …) using Walkmod. For each of them,
the template engine produces always the same Java class “AppServices” with just one method
called “createXXX”, where “XXX” is the name of an entity type. After executing a
transformation, if it is mergeable, Walkmod will merge the produced output with the existent
content.

The default supported template engine is Groovy.
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3. Scripts

Scripts are useful to perform code transformations without deploying them to the Maven
repository. The default scripting language is Groovy. The following picture shows a script
example whose aim is to assure all fields are private.

Further steps

Walkmod will always keep growing by means of the community through their plugins and the
improvements. However, Walkmod team pretends to add more integrations for the most popular
development tools (e.g. JetBrains, Eclipse, Codenvy, Forge, SonarQube, Gerrit).

Moreover, Walkmod team is currently working on “naming conventions” to simplify refactoring
tasks and ensure correctness after renames. In fact, a first version of a refactoring plugin
(https://github.com/rpau/walkmod-refactor-plugin) is available to automatize migrations or
library upgrades.

https://github.com/rpau/walkmod-refactor-plugin
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ProjeQtOr - Open Source Project Management

Pascal Bernard

ProjeQtOr is an open source project management software grouping in a single tool all the
necessary features to organize your projects. It is simple, easy to use daily while covering a
maximum of functionalities for project management. Its particularity, in addition to its
completeness, is to be quality oriented. This means that you can record all the events of your
projects, and thereby simplify compliance with leading quality management standards like ISO,
CMMI, ITIL or other.

Web Site: http://www.projeqtor.org
Version described: V4.4.1
System requirements:
ProjeQtOR is a web base application: you need to set-up a web server and users access it
through a browser
Server side: OS independent (Windows, Linux, Unix, Mac), A xAMP stack is required: Apache
/ MySQL / PHP
Client side: no requirement, any "recent" browser may be used, ProjeQtOr is multi-browser
compatible
OS independent
License & Pricing: ProjeQtOr is open source, distributed under GPL V3 license. The complete
version is open source, there is not "small" open source version, and full "proprietary" version
that you have to pay for.
Support:
Free support available in the Forum: http://www.projeqtor.org/index.php/en/kunena-2/index
Professional support available as a service:
http://www.projeqtor.org/index.php/en/services/support-en
Hosting and on request evolutions also available:
http://www.projeqtor.org/index.php/en/services

Main features summary

• collaborative multi-project management, multilingual, ergonomic (web 2.0), simple to use;

• management of planned activities, tickets, milestones, actions, dependencies between
activities / milestones / projects;

• management of costs, work, planning (Gantt), project portfolio;

• management of resource costs, expenses, orders, billing;

• risk management plan, opportunities, problems;

• management of meetings, periodic meetings, questions, decisions;

• document management and document versioning, with simple approval process;

• requirements management, test cases and test sessions;

• workflow management;

• sending mails, generating alerts on indicators;

• fully customizable to fit any type of project, while remaining simple to implement;

www.methodsandtools.com
www.methodsandtools.com
www.methodsandtools.com
www.methodsandtools.com
www.methodsandtools.com
http://www.projeqtor.org/
http://www.projeqtor.org/index.php/en/kunena-2/index
http://www.projeqtor.org/index.php/en/services/support-en
http://www.projeqtor.org/index.php/en/services
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Functionalities

Planning Management

ProjeQtOr provides all the elements needed to build a planning from workload, constraints
between tasks and resources availability.

The project is the main element of ProjeQtOr. It is also the highest level of visibility and
definition of access rights based on profiles. You can define profiles; some have visibility on all
projects, and others only on the projects they are assigned to. You can also define sub-projects
of a project and sub-project of sub-projects without limit to this hierarchical organization. This
allows for example to define projects that are not real projects, but just a definition of the
structure for your organization.

An activity is a task that must be planned, or includes other activities. This is usually a task that
has a certain duration and should be assigned to one or more resources. Activities appear on the
Gantt planning view.

A milestone is an event or a key date of the project. Milestones are commonly used to track
delivery dates or force a start date of activity. They can also be used to highlight the transition
from one phase to the next one. Unlike activities, milestones have no duration and no work.

Resources can be assigned to activities. This means that some work is defined on this activity
for the resource. Only the resources affected to the project of the activity can be assigned to the
activity. Resources enter their time spent on the real work allocation screen. This allows for a
real-time monitoring of work. Moreover, updating the work remaining allows to recalculate the
planning taking into account the actual progress on each task.

The planning is based on all the constraints defined:
• work remaining on each activity
• availability of resources
• rate of resource affectation to projects and assignment rate of resources to activities
• planning mode for each activity (as soon as possible, fixed duration,...)
• dependencies between activities
• priorities of activities and projects

The planning is displayed as a Gantt chart. The planning can also be viewed as a project
portfolio, which is a Gantt planning view restricted to one line per project, plus optionally
selected milestones.
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Resource management

ProjeQtOr manages the availability of resources that can be affected to multiple projects. The
tool calculates a reliable, optimized and realistic planning.

Resources are the people working on the project activities. A resource can also be a group of
persons (team) for which you do not want to manage individual detail. You can manage this
through the capacity of the resource, that can be greater than 1 (for a group of people) or less
than 1 (for a person working part-time).

The first step is to assign each resource to the projects on which it has to work, specifying the
allocation rate (% of maximum weekly time spent on this project). Then you can assign
resources to project activities. This means that some work is defined on this activity for the
resource. Only the resources allocated to the project of the activity can be assigned to the
activity.

To manage days off, you have a global calendar. This calendar can be split into multiple
calendars, to manage distinct availability types: you can create a calendar "80% " with every
Wednesday as off day. You can manage distinct holidays when working with international
teams. Each resource is then assigned to a calendar.

Resources enter their time spent on the real work allocation screen. This allows for a real-time
monitoring of work. Moreover, updating the work remaining allows to recalculate the planning
taking into account the actual progress on each task.

Tickets management

ProjeQtOr includes a bug tracker to monitor incidents on your projects, with possibility to
include work on planned tasks of your projects.
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A ticket is any intervention not needing to be planned (or that cannot be planned). It is generally
a short activity for which you want to follow advancement to describe (and possibly provide) a
result. For example, bugs or problems can be managed through tickets:
• You can not schedule the bugs before they are identified and registered
• You must be able to give a solution to a bug (workaround or fix)

Simple tickets are just simplified representations of tickets for users that will "create" tickets but
not "treat" them. Elements created as simple tickets are also visible as tickets, and vice versa.

Costs management

All elements related to delays can also be followed as costs (from resources work) and
managing other expenses all costs of the project are monitored and can generate invoices.

The project is the main entity of ProjeQtOr. In addition to tracking work on projects, ProjeQtOr
can track the costs associated with this work. An activity is a task that must be planned, or
includes other activities. Work assigned to resources on activities is converted into associated
costs. To calculate the cost of expenses, ProjeQtOr defines the resources cost. This cost can vary
depending on the role of the resource and may change over time.

Projects expenses can also record expenses not related to resource costs (purchase, lease, sub-
contracting). Individual expenses can record expenses generated by a given resource. ProjeQtOr
can manage various financial elements found on a project: quotation (proposals), orders
(received from customers), the invoicing terms and bills.

Quality management

The specificity of ProjeQtOr is that it is quality oriented: it integrates the best practices that can
help you meet the quality requirements on your projects. This makes easier the approval stage of
your quality systems, whatever the reference (ISO, CMMI,...).
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Workflows are defined to monitor changes of possible status. This allows, among other things,
to restrict certain profiles from changing some status. You can, for instance, limit the change to
a validation status to a given profile, to ensure that only an authorized user will perform this
validation. You can define delays for ticket. This will automatically calculate the due date of the
ticket when creating the ticket.

Indicators can be calculated relative to respect of expected work, end date or cost values. Some
indicators are configured by default and you can configure your own depending on your needs.
Non respect of indicators (or the approach of non-respect target) can generate alerts. It is
possible to define custom checklists that will allow, for instance, to ensure that a process is
applied. Many reports are available to track the activity on projects, some displayed as graphs.

Finally, thanks to ProjeQtOr, everything is traced. You can follow-up, in a centralized and
collaborative way, the various elements you used to manage (or not) in many Excel sheets: list
of questions and answers, decisions impacting the project, management of documents
configuration, follow-up of meetings... In addition, all updates are tracked on each item to keep
(and display) an history of the life of the item.

Risks management

ProjeQtOr includes a comprehensive risks and opportunities management, including the action
plan necessary to mitigate or treat them and monitoring occurring problems.

A risk is a threat or event that could have a negative impact on the project, which should be
neutralized, or at least minimize, by predefined actions. The risk management plan is a key
point of the project management. Its objective is to:
• identify hazards and measure their impact on the project and their probability of occurrence,
• identify avoidance measures (contingency) and mitigation in case of occurrence

(mitigation),
• identify opportunities,
• monitor the actions of risks contingency and mitigation,
• identify risks that will eventually happen and then they become issues

An opportunity can be seen as a positive risk. This is not a threat but an opportunity to have a
positive impact on the project. They must be identified and followed-up not to be missed out.
Issue is a risk that happens during the project. If the risk management plan has been properly
managed, the issue should be an identified and qualified risk. Actions shall be defined to avoid
risks, grab the opportunities and solve issues. It is also appropriate to provide mitigation actions
for identified risks that haven't occurred yet.
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Perimeter management

ProjeQtOr allows you to monitor and record all events on your projects and helps you in
managing of deviations and controlling the perimeter of projects.

Follow-up and organize meetings, track associated action plans, decisions and easily find this
information afterwards. You can also create periodic meetings, which are regularly recurring
meetings (steering committees, weekly progress meetings,...). Decisions follow-up allows you to
easily retrieve the information about the origin of a decision:

• who has taken a particular decision?

• when?

• during which meeting?

• who was present at this meeting?

Not revolutionary, this feature can save you many hours of research in case of dispute. Tracking
questions and answers can also simplify your life on such exchanges, which often end up as a
game of ping pong with a poor Excel sheet in the role of the ball,  when it is not a simple email
exchange...

ProjeQtOr includes product management and product versions. Each version can be connected
to one or more projects. This allows you to link your activities to target version. This also
allows to know, in the case of bug tracking, the version on which a problem is identified and the
version on which it is (or will be) fixed.

Finally, ProjeQtOr offers integrated document management. This will not replace a business
ECM, but this tool is simple and efficient to manage your projects and products documents.

Commitments management

ProjeQtOr allows you to follow the requirements on your projects and measure at any time
coverage progress, making it easy to reach your commitments. In addition to the standard
functionalities to manage your projects and monitor costs and delays, ProjeQtOr provides
elements to monitor commitments on products.
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Requirements management helps in describing requirements explicitly and quantitatively
monitor progress in building a product. The definition of test cases is used to describe how you
will test that a given requirement is met. Test sessions group test cases to be executed for a
particular purpose. By linking these three elements, you can obtain a requirements covering
matrix, simply, efficiently and in real time.

Tools

ProjeQtOr includes some tools to generate alerts, automatically send emails on chosen events,
import or export data in various formats.

ProjeQtOr includes an import feature for almost all elements of project management, from CSV
or XLSX files. All lists of items can be printed and exported to CSV and PDF format. The
details of each item can be printed or exported in PDF format. The Gantt planning can be
exported to MS-Project format (XML).

Internal alerts can be generated automatically based on defined events. These alerts can also be
dispatched as emails. It is also possible to manually send emails from the application, attaching
the details of an item. It is also possible to retrieve answers to this type of email to save the
message in the notes of the relevant item.

ProjeQtOr provides administrative features to manage connections, send special alerts and
manage background tasks treatments. Moreover, the tool features its own CRON system,
independent of the operating system and able to handle the PHP stop and restart.

Benefits of ProjeQtOr

Completeness. Many project management tools focus only on planning. Of course this is an
important activity for project management, but it is not the only one. ProjeQtOr gathers in one
only tool all Project Management functionalities.

www.methodsandtools.com
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Maximum usability. ProjeQtOr aims to maximum usability. Therefore, compared to some
competitors, ProjeQtOr may seem at first glance quite austere and complicated.

Adaptability. ProjeQtOr is customizable, due to its high configurability, because of the
technology used, and due to its open source licensing mode.

Open Source. ProjeQtOr is open source: it is a completely free product, fully operational.
Implementing it does not make you captive and you are not limited

Community. ProjeQtOr is built thanks to an active international community, participating to its
constant improvement and rapid and appropriate enrichment.

Professional services. ProjeQtOr team offers a range of professional services to facilitate the
use of ProjeQtOr and allow you to go further in your project management.

Conclusion

As frequently reported in the users' feedback, it is difficult to believe you can get all these
features for free.

www.methodsandtools.com
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Mobile Test Automation with Selendroid

Dominik Dary, ddary [at] acm.org, @dominikdary
Michael Palotas, michael.palotas [at] gridfusion.net, @michael_palotas

Web Site: http://selendroid.io
Version: 0.11.0
System Requirements: Java and Android SDK installed
License & Pricing: Selendroid project is licensed under the Apache 2.0 License.
Support: Google Group http://groups.google.com/group/selendroid

Selendroid is a test automation framework which drives off the UI of Android native and hybrid
applications (apps) and the mobile web. Tests are written using the Selenium 2 client API -
that's it!

1. Borderless transactions and the impact on test automation or why we started Selendroid

The web has seen a dramatic change over the past few years with mobile becoming a big part of
the overall experience. Test automation is a key enabler for Agile software development and
subsequently for continuous integration and delivery. Many software companies are suddenly
challenged with having to provide solid test automation not only for the web but also for mobile
with its two flavors of mobile web and native apps.

Especially with the onset of mobile commerce and more and more transactions being made on
mobile devices, the topic of test automation in the mobile space has gained huge significance.
While in the past customers started and finished a transaction either on the web or on mobile,
now there is an increasing trend to "move" between platforms. This means that users may start a
transaction on the web and finish on mobile or vice versa.

This calls for the same robust and scalable test automation approach for mobile as for the web.
Ideally the solution for mobile integrates seamlessly with the web solution so that the movement
of users between platforms and devices can easily be recreated as part of an automated test. Due
to the great success and experience with using Selenium for web automation, companies like
eBay decided to develop "Selenium for mobile" solutions which namely resulted in the creation
of two open source projects: Selendroid and ios-driver [1].

The high level requirements that went into the creation of Selendroid and ios-driver were   
• reuse of the existing Selenium infrastructure for the web
• implementation of the Selenium protocol (JSON wire protocol)
• the application under test (AUT) should not need to be modified
• support for emulators/simulators as well as real devices
• parallel execution of tests in a Selenium Grid
• management of multiple applications, versions, languages
• support for runtime inspection for the app
• hybrid app support
• no jailbreaking of device required

2. Background: What is Selenium?

In case you are not familiar with Selenium, here’s a very brief introduction. Selenium originally
is a tool to automate web browsers. The JSON Wire Protocol [2] describes user interactions

https://twitter.com/dominikdary
https://twitter.com/michael_palotas
http://selendroid.io/
http://groups.google.com/group/selendroid
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with a browser. Each browser has a specific driver which is a native implementation for that
specific browser. Selenium is a classic client/server architecture. The client side is decoupled
from the driver (server). From a client perspective, the commands to interact with the browser
are the same, regardless which browser is used.

Figure 1. High-level Selenium architecture

Selenium supports many different programming languages (client bindings) like Java, Python,
Ruby and JavaScript.

What is different about mobile automation?

While there are of course differences between web and mobile automation, the core job of a
mobile automation tool is the same as for the web:
• find an element (i.e. button)
• interact with the element (i.e. click the button)

Therefore the JSON Wire protocol which was initially created for the web, also applies to the
mobile space, except special gestures like swipe.

3. Selendroid

Now after setting the stage, let’s focus on introducing you to Selendroid. The project fulfills the
requirements mentioned above and is used by many companies. The main features of Selendroid
are:

• Full compatibility with the JSON Wire Protocol

• No modification of app under test required in order to automate it

• Testing the mobile web using built in Android driver webview app

• Same concept for automating native or hybrid apps
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• UI elements can be found by different locator types

• Gestures are supported: Advanced User Interactions API

• Selendroid can interact with multiple Android devices (emulators or hardware devices) at
the same time

• Existing emulators are started automatically

• Selendroid supports hot plugging of hardware devices

• Full integration as a node into Selenium Grid for scaling and parallel testing

• Multiple Android target API support (10 to 19)

• Built in Inspector to simplify test case development.

3.1. In Action

Before Selendroid can be used, the system requirements must be met. There is a detailed page
with instructions about how to get started.

In order to keep this example as simple as possible, there is a small demo project in which the
Selendroid-test-app is used. This is the same app that the project is using to verify that
Selendroid itself is working fine. The project demoproject-selendroid [3] is using maven, JUnit
and Java to write the tests.

To import Selendroid and JUnit the following dependencies declaration is used:

<dependencies>
<dependency>

<groupId>io.selendroid</groupId>

<version>0.11.0</version>

<artifactId>Selendroid-standalone</artifactId>
</dependency>
<dependency>

<groupId>io.selendroid</groupId>

<version>0.11.0</version>

<artifactId>Selendroid-client</artifactId>
</dependency>
<dependency>

<groupId>junit</groupId>

<artifactId>junit</artifactId>

<version>4.8.2</version>
</dependency>

</dependencies>
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The app under test is located in the folder src/main/resources/.

3.1.1. Starting Selendroid-standalone

Before the client driver can be instantiated, the Selendroid-standalone component must be
started.

This can be done via a shell by running the following command:

java -jar selendroid-standalone-0.11.0-with-dependencies.jar -app selendroid-test-app-
0.11.0.apk

Another option is to start the Selendroid-standalone component directly from the test code:

SelendroidConfiguration config = new SelendroidConfiguration();
config.addSupportedApp("src/main/resources/selendroid-test-app-0.11.0.apk");
selendroidServer = new SelendroidLauncher(config);
selendroidServer.launchSelendroid();

You can check that the application(s) and the devices are recognized by opening a browser and
navigating to http://localhost:4444/wd/hub/status.

You should see a result similar to this:

{
  status: 0,
  value: {
  "os": {
    "name": "Android"
    },
  "build": {
    "browserName": "Selendroid",
    "version": "0.11.0"
  },
  "supportedApps": [{
    "appId": "io.selendroid.testapp:0.11.0",
    "mainActivity": "io.selendroid.testapp.HomeScreenActivity",
    "basePackage": "io.selendroid.testapp"
  }],
  "supportedDevices": [{
    "screenSize": "320x480",
    "targetPlatform": "ANDROID17",
    "emulator": true,
    "avdName": "latest"
  }]
}
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3.1.2. The first Test

Tests are written using the Selenium 2 client API. For Java, we provide Selendroid-client
libraries that are used in this example:

SelendroidCapabilities capa = new SelendroidCapabilities("io.selendroid.testapp:0.11.0");
SelendroidDriver selendroidDriver = new SelendroidDriver(capa);
WebElement inputField = selendroidDriver.findElement(By.id("my_text_field"));
Assert.assertEquals("true", inputField.getAttribute("enabled"));
inputField.sendKeys("Selendroid");
Assert.assertEquals("Selendroid", inputField.getText());
selendroidDriver.quit();

In order to create a new test session in the desired capabilities, the id of the app under test must
be provided in the format: io.selendroid.testapp:0.11.0. Based on that information, a matching
Android device will be identified, otherwise the test session will throw an error and not start.

After the found device has been initialized, a customized Selendroid-server will be created and
automatically installed on the device. The app under test will also be installed and the
Selendroid-server on the device will then be automatically started.

After the test session has been successfully initialized, the test commands such as find an
element and element interactions are routed to this device. If the test session has ended, the
emulator will stop automatically.

3.1.3. Switching Context

As described above, Selendroid can automate native and hybrid apps and the mobile web. When
a Selendroid test session is started, the native mode is activated by default.

Available contexts can be retrieved via:

selendroidDriver.getContextHandles();

When a webview is available, above method will return a "WEBVIEW" context handle.

String contextHandleName="WEBVIEW";
selendroidDriver.context(contextHandleName);

When a context switch is done, all WebDriver commands are redirected to the corresponding
context.

3.1.4. Interacting with Elements

Before interacting with elements, first the elements need to be found. Multiple Element locator
strategies are supported. You can look at the Selendroid documentation for details.

This is the list of supported element interactions:
• Get Text
• Click
• Send Keys
• Get Attribute of Element
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• Clear
• Submit
• Is Selected
• Is Displayed
• Is Enabled
• Get Size
• Get Location

The biggest advantage of using Selendroid is the smooth switch between native and web
contexts.

3.2. Selendroid Inspector

Selendroid comes with a useful little tool called Selendroid Inspector. It’s a little web app that is
embedded inside your Selendroid test server. Its purpose is to let you inspect the current state of
your app’s UI.

The main features are:
• View hierarchy
• View UI element properties
• UI screenshot with view locator
• Record the click actions
• Display the source html of a web view
• XPath helper

Figure 2. Selendroid Inspector
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3.3. Selendroid Architecture

Selendroid is based on the Android instrumentation framework and therefore supports only
testing one app. Selendroid contains four major components:

• Selendroid-Client - the java client library (based on the selenium java client).

• Selendroid-Server - that is running beside your app on the Android device.

• AndroidDriver-App - a built in Android driver webview app to test the mobile web.

• Selendroid-Standalone - manages different Android devices by installing the Selendroid-
server and the app under test.

Below you can see an overview of the Selendroid architecture:

Figure 3. Selendroid Architecture

3.3.1. Selendroid-Standalone

This components acts as a proxy between the Selendroid-client and the Selendroid-server. It
starts for instance an Android emulator, creates for the app under test a customized Selendroid-
server and installs everything on the device. After the session is initialized on the device,
subsequent requests are directly forwarded to the server on the device and the response routed
back to the client.

3.3.2. Selendroid-Server

This server component runs on the device and implements the JSON Wire protocol for Android
native and hybrid contexts. The base framework to interact with the app under test is the
Android Instrumentation framework [4].

Internally the web view related driver class is SelendroidWebDriver and the native class is
SelendroidNativeDriver. SelendroidWebDriver is using Automation Atoms of the Selenium
project to interact with the elements in the web view.
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4. Selenium Grid

End-to-end tests are very expensive in terms of execution time and computing resources.
Besides starting a browser, the whole flow of a user needs to be tested (i.e. sign in, search for
something, buy it, pay). This can take 2-3 minutes, even in an automated fashion.

Considering that larger web applications may require hundreds, if not thousands of end-to-end
tests, the execution time of the test suite can easily take hours or days if the tests are executed
sequentially. Parallel execution allows to fit more tests into the same timeslot and thereby
drastically reducing execution time of the entire test suite. Selenium Grid allows to run tests in
parallel.

Figure 4. Visualization of parallel test execution.

Selenium Grid has two main tasks:

• act as a load balancer for incoming requests from the client(s) and distribute the tests to the
registered nodes

• act as a resource manager to match incoming capability requests with the available
capabilities in the Grid (a capability could be a platform, version, browser etc.)
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Figure 5. Example architecture for a Selenium Grid.

The nodes (on the right side) send a registration request to the Selenium Grid Hub, telling it
their capability. This typically consists of OS, browser, and browser version. The client (left
side) sends all tests along with so called Desired Capabilities to the Selenium Grid Hub as a
central entry point. The Selenium Grid Hub now tries to match the desired capabilities to the
actually available capabilities. If there is a match, it forwards the test to the node that matches
the capabilities. In addition, it has the ability to run tests in parallel by distributing them to all
matched nodes.

Using Selendroid in a grid requires multiple steps that are described in detail in the
documentation

5. Project status

Selendroid open source project is in active development and has already multiple contributions
from different contributors and companies like eBay, Salesforce, Red Hat and Facebook.
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Agile Development & Better Software Conference East, November 9–
14, 2014, Orlando, FL. 2 Conferences, 1 Registration, 1
Location. The premier collocated conference for software
professionals. These two events bring you the most up-to-date
information, tools, and trends regarding agile, project
management, people and teams, software testing and QA, and more.
Join industry experts and peers for a week jam-packed with
learning sessions that will help you make a powerful impact in
your job role and for your company. When you register for one
conference, you will get full access to BOTH events FREE!

Register by October 10, and save up to $400 when you use code
CE14MT. Got to http://vlt.me/colle14det

TimeShiftX - Travel in Time, Test with Ease TimeShiftX is a date
and time simulation software that allows you to instantly "time
travel" servers and software applications in the future or past
to test all date and time sensitive functionality and code such
as end of year/month, daylight savings, leap year, billing,
insurance rates, policies, expiration dates, pensions, financial
validation, mortgages, etc. Begin time travelling today, without
doing any code changes or manual work! Learn more NOW on
http://www.vornexinc.com/

Ghost Inspector - Automated Website Testing & Monitoring Ghost
Inspector is the automated website testing platform you've been
waiting for. You can record website tests with our Chrome
extension, or build them manually with the GUI. Instantly sync
your tests to the cloud. Run them continuously to check your
website for issues. Try it free on https://ghostinspector.com/

Advertising for a new Web development tool? Looking to recruit
software developers? Promoting a conference or a book?
Organizing software development training? This classified
section is waiting for you at the price of US $ 30 each line.
Reach more than 50'000 web-savvy software developers and project
managers worldwide with a classified advertisement in Methods &
Tools. Without counting the 1000s that download the issue each
month without being registered and the 80'000 visitors/month of
our web sites! To advertise in this section or to place a page
ad simply http://www.methodsandtools.com/advertise.php
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